Quick Notes on Performance

Name: _______________________________________

PERFORMANCE #1

The names of the partners performing are _______________ and  
_________________.

The title of the poem they are performing is ________________________________.

What cues did the readers use (e.g., pitch of voice, pauses, silences, pace, text size, 
text placement, color) to convey the poem’s meaning during the oral reading 
performance?

Based on the oral reading performance, what do you think the poem means? What are 
the poem’s theme, point of view, and tone?

____________________________________________________________________

PERFORMANCE #2

The names of the partners performing are _______________ and  
_________________.

The title of the poem they are performing is ________________________________.

What cues did the readers use (e.g., pitch of voice, pauses, silences, pace, text size, 
text placement, color) to display the poem’s meaning during the oral reading 
performance?

Based on the oral reading performance, what do you think the poem means? What are 
the poem’s theme, point of view, and tone?